
Where humans, machines and industrial processes 
become networked in intelligent ways, we are tal-
king about Industry 4.0.  
 
The Fourth Industrial Revolution driven by smart manufactu-
ring is a highly topical development that is being promoted by 
the German government and its Federal Ministry for Econo-
mic Affairs and Energy (BMWi) to leverage Industry 4.0’s huge 
potential for the Germany economy. Industry 4.0 connects 
physical and digital services to create new, intelligent solu-
tions and refined business models, called Smart Services.

Internal networking is making businesses faster and more 
flexible, the internet is letting them explore new business 
areas and mobile devices are offering them opportunities 
to talk much more directly to their customers. However, the 
progress of industrialisation will go further than that. To be-
come fit for Industry 4.0, businesses must face the challenge 
to develop new, digital business models and to drive further 
digitalisation projects: Future products need to be “smart”, 
that is, they have to be software-driven and ready to com-
municate – everything will be networked. The task, then, is to 
link business,  

consumer and device data in a way that the right application 
information and all relevant reports are provided at the right 
time to the right persons on a device of their choice. This will 
be the only way to put existing business models on a modern 
digital foundation and develop entirely new digital business 
models. Especially small and medium-sized enterprises can 
benefit hugely from the market opportunities opened up by 
intelligent digital production processes, the networking of 
products and processes and entirely new business models.

Are you addressing the topics of Industry 4.0 or Smart 
Services yet? Are you already recognising business units or 
operations in your business with potential for digitisation or 
are you already evaluating a solution? Where do you start and 
what does your schedule look like?

To not be left behind, it is vital that you forge ahead with a 
plan in mind when making Industry 4.0 real. Advancing step 
by step on three layers will guarantee your successful imple-
mentation of Smart Services.
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Your simple start into the world of Industry 4.0
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NeW buSINeSS modelS

many companies have difficulties identifying and developing new, digital business models. they are often kept back by 
the way of thinking typical of their present business models. Especially medium-sized companies often lack the time or 
resources to go digital.

ANAlytIcS

Industry 4.0 concepts generate new challenges for Business Analytics. 
to ensure high productivity, quality and flexibility, the right strategic 
and operative decisions must be made quickly. Modern methods 
for preparing, clearing and analysing data convert the heap of 
structured and unstructured data – the “big data” – into usable 
information and insights

dIgItAlISAtIoN

digitalisation is the base of eurodata’s Industry 4.0 
concept and at the same time, a prerequisite for 
modern business models. It uses technologies for 
integrating cyber-physical systems (humans, 
sensors, actors, machines, mobile devices, 
etc.) which support the automation, digiti-
sation and monitoring of processes and 
which can optionally save or archive the 
accruing data. pave the way towards 
a modern Smart Services platform.

Data-Integration ‧ Archival ‧ Workflow ‧ eBilling ‧ EDI 
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despite the apparent complexity and many open questions, 
temporising would clearly be the wrong strategy: pionee-
rs with the right approach can gain significant short-term 
advantages over their competition! We have developed a 
Smart Start Pack for you to ease your entry into Industry 
4.0, offering an unparalleled service to methodically initiate 
and advance your search for new digital business models. 
This approach, implemented as a workshop, is unique in the 
industry. It allows even medium-sized enterprises to achieve 
results quickly, with a minimum of resources and low invest-
ment costs.

dIgItAlISAtIoN opportuNItIeS –  
AdVANtAgeS ANd coNteNt oF our 
SmArt StArt pAck

The future belongs to innovative business models. Those 
who already know their future business model today are 
already one step ahead of their competition. And compa-
nies who have already implemented a new business model 

However, they will have to pass several milestones from one 
stage to the other. We therefore recommend you to start 
small and reach your overall goal by successively comple-
ting individual digitalisation projects. 

during our interactive half-day basic workshop, we 
would like to give you an overview and reach a basic under-
standing of the topic:

 � use, added value and enablers of Industry 4.0

 � promoting innovation thinking in a fun way

 � demonstration of an approach towards finding new 
business models

 � how to include best practices from customers and 
prospects

 � potential benefits and challenges for your company 
when starting towards Industry 4.0

 � development of approaches and opportunities for better 
market positioning



Your added value:

Analytics

Real-time, Operational and Business Intelligence
Managing large amounts of data (Big Data)
Handling of structured and unstructured data
Methods for data preparation, analysis and reporting 
(smart data)

Surveillance and monitoring of processes and events

Digitalisation

Smart Data and Process Integration
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI)
Migration and consolidation of application data

Integrating cyber-physical systems and networking humans, 
sensors, actors, machines, mobile devices, etc.

Digitalisation and automation of processes

Secure archival
Data Governance

New Business Models

Potential benefits and challenges of Industry 4.0
Approaches to improve your company’s market position
Finding new business models

Fast and secure automated exchange of business documents across your entire value chain
Recognition of trends and risks through availability of clean (business) data
Time savings by minimizing processing times
More transparency and faster decision making
Measurable business success achieved by uniform reporting and analytics
Discovery and realisation of optimisation potentials in processes and individual divisions
Identification of appropriate measures for quality assurance
Prevention of operation interruptions with failure prediction
Stronger customer retention through individualised services

Higher customer satisfaction
Improved business processes and smoother supplier, customer, bank and service provider relations

In total: time savings, cost reductions and increased revenues

This will allow you to start with a manageable, small scale 
example project and to acquire the basic knowledge to pro-
mote the topic within your organisation and to drive change 
in future.
benefit from our expertise and get examples from practice 
after the workshop. Your goal will be to gain additional sup-
port for your conversion project and to fuel the initiative and 
creativity of all interested parties.

Price: EUR 590

NeXt StepS: AddItIoNAl  
WorkSHopS oN reAlISINg  
INduStry 4.0 proJectS

Enthusiasm and endurance are key to any successful 
implementation. often, great visions and novel ideas fail in 
enterprises because their innate resistance to change could 
not be overcome - because of insufficient persuasive efforts! 
Instead of leaving you out in the rain, we will accompany 

and encourage you right from the start! We, your supplier 
of cloud-based software solutions, will not only give you the 
tools to realise Industry 4.0 projects, but put you in touch 
with our experts and consultants to discuss approaches 
that have proven to lead to success and how to apply them 
to your company.

After having jointly laid the foundation and after you have 
pinpointed your destination, you will set the course and 
state which topics have the greatest relevance for your 
company.

Individual workshop topics:

1. digitalisation – Implementation of tactical digitalisation 
projects

2. business Analytics – leverage smart data for your busi-
ness success

3. New business models – developing Smart Services and 
materialising the potential of Industry 4.0
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Each topic will be another workshop that starts by jointly 
determining a realistic and achievable goal. This means that 
not only you, but we too are responsible. We will elaborate 
on a possible solution by means of a prototype and demons-
trate its feasibility. this allows us to quickly raise a defined 
area of your company to a new level, which in turn allows 
you to quickly show tangible results and expand upon your 
success.

our workshops will be adapted to fit your needs and will vary 
in length according to the goals and requirements you set. 
The following core topics will be integral elements:

 � an analysis of your current situation and collaborative 
elaboration of first steps

 � support and inclusion of our expertise from successfully 
completed client projects and proven market examples

 � creation of a roadmap for integrating your I4.0 project

 � depending on the complexity of your project: delivery of 
a prototype (software demo environment) as a testing 
environment for the jointly developed solution

Price: EUR 5.900 or by time/cost

Recognise your competitive advantage and prepare your 
company to be “fit for future”!


